Specialized Genetic Algorithm of Chu-Beasley Applied to the Distribution System Reconfiguration Problem Considering Several Demand Scenarios
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Abstract—This paper describes the application of the specialized genetic algorithm of Chu-Beasley to solve the Distribution System Reconfiguration, DSR, problem considering different demand scenarios. This algorithm is an approach inspired in the natural selection and evolution of species. The reconfiguration problem of distribution networks taking into account different demand scenarios aims at identifying the most adequate radial topology of a distribution system assuming that this topology is used for all demand scenarios under study. This search is driven by the minimization of the cost of energy losses in the network along a full operation year. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated considering test systems having 33, 70, 84 and 136 buses and a real system with 417 buses. The obtained results confirm the robustness and efficiency of the developed approach and its potential to be used in distribution control centers.

Index Terms—Distribution System Reconfiguration, Demand scenarios, Specialized Genetic Algorithm of Chu-Beasley, Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programming Problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Distribution System Reconfiguration (DSR) problem aims at identifying the most adequate topology for a distribution system taking advantage of the opening or closure of breakers or sectionalizers, while maintaining the radial nature of the network and the voltage levels within the pre specified ranges. In most cases, the DSR problem is solved minimizing the active losses in the network but other criteria can also be considered as the improvement of the voltage profile, the reliability of the network, the capacity to isolate faults or the definition of plans to do preventive maintenance actions [1].

The DSR problem has a combinatorial nature and it can be modeled as a mixed-integer nonlinear optimization problem (MINLP) [2], driven by the minimization of the active power losses in the network, subjected to a number of constraints related with the operation of the system. These constraints are typically related with the radial nature of the network, the nodal voltage limits, the branch current limits while enforcing the first and the second Kirchhoff Laws. The majority of the approaches to this problem available in the literature just consider one demand scenario taken as fixed as the ones in [2 - 7], which means that the identified topology is adequate just for the demand that was analyzed. However, some authors consider a number of demand scenarios to better follow the demand variation along the analyzed period and for instance the approaches in [8, 9]. In this case, the DSR problem aims at identifying the radial topology that is more adequate to the set of demand scenarios under analysis while minimizing the cost of active losses along a planning period.

In this work we propose applying the Specialized Genetic Algorithm of Chu-Beasley (SGACB) described in [10] to solve the DSR problem considering different demand scenarios. The SGACB is a population based metaheuristic in which each individual codes a network topology associated to the connected/disconnected state of each system branch. In this algorithm the population of individuals is submitted to a selection process using a tournament approach. Then, a pair of individuals is subjected to the recombination step in order to generate two sons and the best of them is selected to undergo mutation as well as an improvement process designed to obtain a better value for its fitness function (modelled by the cost of active losses associated to a given topology). In order to evaluate the fitness of each individual (that is, of each topology under analysis) it is run a power flow study for each demand scenario using the approach described in [11] and the corresponding cost of active losses is then calculated considering the duration of each demand scenario. The proposed paper includes results obtained for test systems having 33, 70, 84 and 136 buses and for a real system with 417 buses. The obtained results confirm the robustness and the efficiency of the algorithm, demonstrating the quality of the proposed approach.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. Coding the candidate solutions

In this work we used the scheme detailed in [12] to code the candidate topologies that are identified along the solution algorithm. This scheme uses integer numbers to indicate the branches of the system that are opened/disconnected. If \( n_b \) represents the number of branches of the system and \( n_l \) the number of buses, then \( LF \) given by (1) is the number of
fundamental loops of the graph associated to the network under analysis. From Graph Theory, $LF$ gives the minimum number of loops in the graph so that by means of their combinations it is possible to obtain any other loop in the graph. The fundamental loops should then be selected and the branches in each of them should be stored.

$$LF = n_f - n_b + 1$$ (1)

For illustration purposes, Figure 1 presents a test system having 14 buses and 16 branches. As a result, the associated graph has 3 fundamental loops as illustrated in Figure 1 (Loops 1, 2 and 3) and detailed in (2).

$$L_1 = [C_1, C_2, C_{14}, C_6, C_5]$$
$$L_2 = [C_5, C_7, C_{15}, C_{11}, C_{10}]$$
$$L_3 = [C_1, C_3, C_4, C_{16}, C_{13}, C_{12}, C_{10}]$$ (2)

The circuit $C_9$ does not belong to any fundamental loop because it is a terminal circuit. This circuit is not part of the system’s graph, and we assume that its state remains fixed, that it is connected during the application of the algorithm so that the demand in node 10 is always supplied.

After identifying the fundamental loops, one branch in each loop is selected to be disconnected so that the set of remaining branches are assumed as connected while generating a radial topology. For instance, if one selects branches $C_5, C_{15}$ and $C_{16}$, the vector that codes the associated radial topology is given by (3).

$$[2 \ 15 \ 16]$$ (3)

B. SGACB applied to the DSR with different demand levels

The SGACB algorithm was proposed in [10] and it corresponds to the specialized version of the Chu-Beasley algorithm detailed in [13].

Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart of the SGACB algorithm applied to the solution of the DSR problem for different demand scenarios. The next paragraphs explain the main steps of the developed methodology.

Step I: The initial population is generated using the heuristic described in [12]. This heuristic uses the fundamental loops to randomly generate candidate topologies. Pseudocode 1 describes in more detail the main steps of this heuristic. This strategy makes it possible to generate solutions that are topologically feasible.

```
Pseudocode 1: Heuristic to generate the initial population
1 Read the fundamental loops ($L$) and obtain the number of loops ($LF$);
2 Define the size of the population ($N$);
3 do $i = 1$ until $N$ do
4     for $j = 1$ until $LF$ do
5         At random, select a circuit that belongs to the fundamental loop $j$ ($L_j$), so that the circuit does not form part of the solution topology $i$ in another fundamental loop;
6     end for
7     end for
```

Step II: Evaluate the quality of each individual in the population calculating its fitness. The fitness function represents the cost of energy losses along a full year of operation. In the developed approach we considered three demand scenarios (large, medium and reduced) meaning that a power flow algorithm is run for each of them using [11] in order to calculate the active losses. After obtaining the active losses for each scenario, the cost of the energy losses along a full year is calculated using (4). In this expression, $K$ represents the cost of energy, $T_1, T_2$ and $T_3$ are the durations of each demand scenario and $P_1, P_2$ and $P_3$ are the corresponding active power losses.

$$f = K * [T_1 * P_1 + T_2 * P_2 + T_3 * P_3]$$ (4)

Additionally it is calculated the $UF$ coefficient for each individual in the population measuring its unfeasibility degree in all the demand scenarios to be analyzed. The $UF$ is calculated for all the demand scenarios and it is used in the substitution Step VIII. This parameter is given by the sum of the absolute values of the deviations of nodal voltages regarding the specified ranges plus the sum of the deviations of the branch currents regarding the thermal limits of each branch. If $UF$ is zero, then the associated topology can be implemented from a technical point of view in all demand scenarios;

Step III: Perform the tournament selection process, using pairs of individuals in the population ($S_1$ and $S_2$);
Step IV: Perform the recombination step generating two children individuals from two parents. This process is based in [12] and the main steps of this procedure are detailed in the Pseudocode 2.

**Pseudocode 2: Recombination process**

1. Read the individuals parents S1 and S2;
2. Choose randomly a position / in the individuals parents vector (l \( \in LF \));
3. for \( i = 1 \) until LF do
4. if \( i < l \) then
5. \( Ch1[i] = S1[i]; \)
6. \( Ch2[i] = S2[i]; \)
7. end if
8. if \( i >= l \) then
9. \( Ch1[i] = S2[i]; \)
10. \( Ch2[i] = S1[i]; \)
11. end if
12. end for
13. return \( Ch1 \) and \( Ch2; \)

An example of the recombination process is provided in Figure 3. After getting the individuals S1 and S2, it is randomly chosen a position to implement the recombination, that is a crossover point. Then, using this crossover point, the children individuals (\( Ch1 \) and \( Ch2 \)) are generated by combining the characteristics of the parents. This recombination strategy ensures that the child individuals are topologically feasible, that is, they remain associated to radial topologies.

![Figure 3. Recombination process.](image)

Step V: Evaluate the fitness function of each child. Eliminate the one having the largest fitness value from the pair generated in Step IV and keep the one having the lowest fitness value;

Step VI: Using the mutation strategy described in [12], perform the mutation step on the child that was selected in Step V. This process is detailed in the Pseudocode 3.

**Pseudocode 3: Mutation process**

1. Read the child selected in step V (Ch);
2. Select randomly a position \( l \) of the child. This position \( l \) represents a fundamental loop (\( l \in LF \));
3. Choose a circuit of the fundamental loop selected that is not disconnected in another position of the child and use it to replace the circuit of the position \( l \);
4. Store the child mutated in \( Ch*; \)
5. return \( Ch*; \)

An example for this process is presented in Figure 4. This process involves the random selection of a position in the vector coding the selected child (Ch). This position is associated to a branch included in a fundamental loop. Then a branch should be selected in this loop provided it is not yet taken as connected in another fundamental loop. Then, the randomly selected branch should be exchanged by this new one. Finally, a mutated children (\( Ch* \)) is obtained.

![Figure 4. Mutation process.](image)

Step VII: The mutated son should now undergo through an improvement process using the local heuristic search described in [14]. In a brief way, in this process all the branches are analyzed, considering that each of them is associated to a fundamental loop. For each branch, the associated fundamental loop is identified and then in this loop the opened branch in it is taken. This branch is now connected and two new topologies are tested, one of them opening the upstream branch and the other opening the downstream branch. If the fitness function of each of these two new topologies is better than the one of the departing topology, then this new solution is accepted. This procedure is repeated until all the branches in the mutated son are analyzed.

Step VIII: Evaluate if the improved child can substitute any individual in the current population. The criterium to make this substitution is as follows. In the first place, check if this mutated improved child is already in the current population. If it is, then this mutated child is eliminated. If not:

(a) if the mutated child corresponds to a solution that is not feasible (if \( UF \) is not zero) then it can only substitute an individual in the population that is also not feasible. The substitution takes place if the degree of unfeasibility (\( UF \)) of the mutated child is smaller than the \( UF \) value of the unfeasible individual in the current population that has the largest \( UF \). If the \( UF \) of the mutated child is even larger than the largest \( UF \) of the unfeasible individuals of the current population then that mutated child is eliminated;

(b) If the mutated child is feasible (if \( UF \) is zero) and there are unfeasible individuals in the current population, then the mutated child replaces the one having the largest \( UF \). If no unfeasible individuals exist in the current population, then the mutated child replaces the worse of the individuals in the population provided that its fitness value is smaller. If not, then the mutated child is eliminated;

Step IX: Evaluate convergence. Convergence is obtained if the fitness value of the best individual in the population did not change for a specified number of iterations and the average value of the fitness value of the individuals in the population doesn’t change more than a specified percentage along a specified number of iterations. If convergence was obtained, then Stop indicating that a final solution was obtained. If not, increase the iteration counter by 1. If the maximum number of iterations was reached then Stop indicating that a final solution was not obtained. If not, return to Step II.

III. Results

The SGACB algorithm was implemented in Borland C++ 6.0® and the tests were conducted in a PC Intel Core 2 Duo 1.9 GHz. The tests were performed using test systems with 33, 70, 84 and 136 buses and a real system with 417 buses. The
data of these five test systems can be obtained in [3], [1], [15], [5] and in [16].

Regarding the demand, we considered three scenarios termed as large, medium and reduced. The larger level corresponds to the demand specified for the systems under analysis, while the medium and the reduced scenarios are obtained multiplying the larger demand values by 0.80 and by 0.50. Finally, the simulations considered a full operation year and the durations of the larger, medium and reduced demand levels were set at 1000, 6760 and 1000 hours per year. The cost of energy losses was set at 0.0468 €/kWh.

A. Test systems with 33, 70, 84 and 136 Buses

The test systems having 33, 70, 84 and 136 buses have nominal voltage of 12.66 kV, 12.66 kV, 11.40 kV and 13.80 kV. The tests were performed using the parameters presented in Table I in which \( N \) is the number of individuals in the population and \( \text{itera} \) is the maximum number of iterations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Distribution system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>33, 70 and 84 buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136 buses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{itera} )</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II presents the energy cost for a full operation year for the initial topology and for the final one provided by the SGACB each of the four test systems. Given that the SGACB is a population based algorithm, the final solution corresponds to the solution in the final population that has the lowest value of the fitness function, that is, the most reduced energy losses along the entire simulated year.

Table III details the initial and the final identified topologies for each of the four tested systems. These final four topologies are feasible from a technical point of view, that is, the final value of the \( UF \) coefficient is zero for all of them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Cost of energy losses (€) for test systems.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial topology (€)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final topology (€)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>51488.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35798.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>5416.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2445.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>136610.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>121040.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>82417.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72372.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The computation time taken to identify the final topologies presented in the Table III, is provided in Table IV.

Figure 5 shows the voltage profile of the 33 buses system, before the reconfiguration process (a) and after the reconfiguration process (b). It can be observed that after the reconfiguration the voltage levels are improved and all nodal voltages comply with the specified limits.

It is noteworthy that the final topologies obtained for the DSR problem considering several demands, for all test systems, were the same as the ones identified considering a single demand, as presented in [7].
B. Real systems with 417 Buses

The real system with 417 buses has a nominal voltage of 13.8 kV and it is based on a real distribution network [16]. The parameters in Table V were used in the developed tests.

Table VI presents the energy cost for a full operation year for the initial topology and for the final one for the real systems with 417 buses.

Table VII details the initial and the final identified topologies for the real systems with 417 buses. The final identifies topology is feasible from a technical point of view, which means that the UF coefficient is zero.

The computation time taken to identify the final topology for this system is presented in the Table VIII.

### Table V. Parameters used for the 417 bus systems in the SGACB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Distribution system 417 buses</th>
<th>Itera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VI. Cost of energy losses (€) for the 417 bus system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Cost of energy losses Initial topology (€)</th>
<th>Cost of energy losses Final topology (€)</th>
<th>Reduction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>181961.10</td>
<td>149948.30</td>
<td>17.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VII. Initial and final topologies for the 417 bus system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>417 buses</td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>Disconnected branches</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table VIII. Computation time for the 417 bus system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Computation time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>417</td>
<td>22.358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final topology obtained for the DSR problem considering several demands, for the real systems with 417 buses was the same one that was obtained for the DSR problem considering a single demand, as presented in [7].

IV. Conclusions

This work reports the application of the SGACB algorithm to the DSR problem considering different demand scenarios. The objective of the problem is the identification of the topology of the network that minimizes the active losses along a full operation year while enforcing several operation constraints, for instance related with nodal voltage and branch current limits. The SGACB is easily applied to this problem and with a single run it provides feasible solutions from a technical point of view for all the demand scenarios that were analyzed. The algorithm proved to be robust, fast and efficient even considering the 417 bus real distribution network. Future publications will report improvements of this model namely to consider a maximum number of topology changes regarding an initial one to be specified by the operator. This will contribute to turn this approach more realistic and increase its applicability in distribution control centers.
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